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NEW COLLEGE FRANKLIN 
 
Mission & Objectives 

 
New College Franklin serves as a missional extension of Christ’s Church 

to cultivate knowledgeable, wise and faithful servants of God for the sake of 
Christendom. Our mission is to provide the best in liberal arts education 
under the Lordship of Jesus Christ according to the Holy Scriptures.  

 
Our chief objective for our students is to cultivate faithful men and 

women for lives filled with wisdom, joy, humble service and beautiful 
worship in the Kingdom of God. We aim to equip students with tools of 
learning so that they are free men and women guided by the Holy Spirit to 
seek truth. Our goals are:  

 
• that our students will grasp through moral philosophy the wide-

ranging redemptive story of the world, the great ideas and works of 
history, literature, theology, philosophy, art and music—and so be 
driven to build Godly culture of beauty, goodness and truth 

• that they will know the Triune God through the study of Scripture, 
theology and philosophy—and so be driven to repentance and 
worship  

• that they will understand mathematics and the natural-sciences as arts 
and languages of God’s creation—and so be driven to care for and 
enjoy creation  

• that our students experience beauty and vision in poetics as well as 
persuasion in rhetoric—and so be driven to read, write and speak 
God’s beautiful truth  

• that they achieve general proficiency in Greek and Hebrew—and so 
be driven to live in light of the poetic languages of the Word  

• that our students receive and delight in God’s beauty through music, 
arts and other forms—and so be mused by and filled with the 
goodness of the Lord  

 
We expect our students to practice excellent scholarship in all these areas 

of beauty, goodness and truth. 
 
We hope to impart a Christian worldview of life, and this life requires 

hopeful contentment so that our students see graduation not as a conclusion, 
but as a commencement into covenantal life. Obtaining a degree from New 
College Franklin does not certify the completion of education because no 
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such thing exists. We endeavor to teach our students the most valuable lesson 
of Christian education: that invariably the lessons never end.  

 
Therefore, the ultimate aim of New College Franklin is to raise up and 

send forth Christian leaders of orthodoxy and orthopraxy who are able to 
know, preserve and then pass on to future generations a heritage of 
Trinitarian life in the Lord.  

 
 Our chief objective for our faculty is to disciple the hearts and minds of 
our students and to faithfully impart covenantal truths. Practically this means 
our faculty is called to identify, raise up, equip and send forth the next 
generation of Christian leaders. This discipleship is chiefly academic and so 
we expect our faculty to research and teach with the highest level of 
scholarship.  Teaching should be the primary focus of our faculty, yet we 
encourage and facilitate our faculty to speak, publish and present the work of 
their scholarship in whatever fitting venues. This discipleship is also spiritual 
and relational and so we expect our faculty to present a Godly example of 
the Christian life to our students, encouraging them to stand fast in good 
faith. 
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Why New College Franklin?  
Reforming Education for Christendom 

 
Even if we were permitted to force a Christian curriculum on existing schools with the 
existing teachers, we should only be making masters hypocrites and hardening thereby 
the pupils’ hearts. I am speaking, of course, of large schools on which a secular 
character is already stamped. If any man, in some little corner out of the reach of the 
omnicompetent, can make or preserve a really Christian school, that is another matter. 
His duty is plain. 

—C. S. Lewis 
 

Implicit in the question “why New College Franklin?” is a question of 
time: why New College Franklin now? At no other time in history has 
education, especially higher education, been as popular and prolific as it is 
now. Education is highly valued, and even held to be a “right” of all men. 
Most Western countries mandate at least some years of education, and 
success in the job market is significantly dependent on the culminating mark 
of modern education, the degree. In America alone, there are more than 
4,000 institutions of higher education, both private and government. So it is 
undeniable that we live in an age of opportunity for higher education. What 
is deniable, however, is that truly Christian higher education is readily 
available. As the above C.S. Lewis quote intimates, secular education 
abounds, be it secular in mission or, equally disconcerting, in the form and 
structure of the school itself. Hence, we state the obvious to say that New 
College Franklin has not been established because of a dearth of higher 
education. New College Franklin exists out of duty, the duty of Christians to 
Hear the Lord our God is One, and to raise up the next generation in the 
Lord. That is true education in the Word, and New College Franklin exists 
to play such a role in reforming education for Christendom. 
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Education in Modernity 
 

There never was a time when the reading public was so large, or so helplessly exposed 
to the influence of its own time. There never was a time when those who read at all, 
read so many more books by living authors than books by dead authors. There never 
was a time so completely parochial, so shut off from the past. 

—T. S. Eliot 
 

Leading up to the end of the 19th century New College Franklin would 
have been one among many like-minded institutions since all higher 
education shared at least this—the search for truth and wisdom. To be sure, 
what definition of truth and wisdom these institutions held would vary from 
the Greco-Roman world to the world of medieval Christendom, but as long 
as organized bodies of education resembling today’s college or university 
existed they shared a definition of education. Theirs was an education that 
sought to address fundamental questions: What is truth? Who is God? What 
is his creation? What is man?  How is man to love, serve and worship the 
Lord God? 

 
Education in modernity no longer asks these questions. Why? The causes 

are numerous, but one significant event was the Morrill Land Grant Act, 
signed by President Lincoln in 1862 to establish the Land Grant education 
system. The Morrill Land Grant Act revealed a new philosophy of education 
with implications for how we define mankind. In the place of classical and 
Christian pursuits in higher education, the goal became vocational-technical 
training. Education no longer entailed the search for knowledge, 
understanding and wisdom. Instead, it sought pragmatic, utilitarian purposes. 
Instead of the liberal arts, mechanical arts and agriculture took precedence, 
and higher education inherited new goals for a new end—a vocational-
technical end. As man studies and acts, so he is, and under this new 
philosophy the culture of higher education treats man primarily as a 
utilitarian being. This is the predominant mode of education in modernity, 
and this mode is rarely true education—most often it is training. 

 
This shift has been costly, and human priorities have been misplaced. 

Most students in higher education now expect college to be “job training” or 
“certification”—goals that reduce the holistic value of a classical college 
education. The inevitable question for classical studies is: what will you do 
with that? In other words, what job will that degree afford? These questions 
do have a valid place in higher education, but not at the front. When the 
goal of education is utility, man will become utilitarian. When the goal is 
pragmatic, so is man, and the value of education is grossly reduced—as is 
man himself. Education that seeks utilitarian ends externalizes the focus of 
higher education. The emphasis is on passing a course of study for the sake of 
a degree rather than for the knowledge, understanding and wisdom that the 
degree should represent. It is this sort of education-as-training that the prince 
of preachers, Charles Haddon Spurgeon elucidates: “I would have everybody 
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able to read and write and cipher; indeed, I don’t think a man can know too 
much; but mark you, the knowing of these things is not education; and there 
are millions of your reading and writing people who are as ignorant as 
neighbor Norton’s calf.” As Quiller-Couch said, higher education is in 
danger of serving “efficiency,” while we have forgotten that efficiency is a 
relative term. Efficient for what? 

 
 
 

Cultivating Souls—A Human Education 
True education is a kind of never ending story—a matter of continual beginnings, of 
habitual fresh starts, of persistent newness. 

—J.R.R.Tolkien 
 

On the contrary, the ordo salutis provides a helpful model for how 
education works. The call of the Lord comes from without, but the change is 
within, and then this change is always externalized. The same is true in 
education. In other words, education should indeed take into consideration a 
student’s vocation, but the student, not the vocation, is the proper focus of 
education. Education that follows this truth imitates the natural order in 
which the Holy Spirit moves man. True education directs God’s light to the 
heart of man, and then a flame is lit within that alters every part of him—
from within to without. Scripture is clear that man is called to seek more 
than marketplace success. Our education is efficient, but it is efficient for a 
higher calling. “Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and 
all these things shall be added unto you” (Matthew 6:33). True education 
cultivates the spiritual, physical and mental aspects of man into the image of 
Christ.  

 
For countless years, the liberal arts—the freeing disciplines—have served as 

the curriculum for this holistic education. The student that encounters the 
trivium (grammar, logic, rhetoric) and quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, 
harmonics, astronomy) will emerge with a stronger mind and soul that can 
know and enjoy God and His creation. New College Franklin embraces this 
classical Christian tradition not to continue a tradition, but rather to see the 
redemptive richness of this tradition feed Christendom. We stand on this 
broad time-tested foundation as well as, more specifically, the educational 
vision of Jan Amos Comenius and Thomas Chalmers (New College 
Edinburgh). Hence all courses at New College Franklin are examinations of 
our culture emphasizing the basic classical scholastic approach of moral 
philosophy. Our students are entrenched in the moral drama of history by 
experiencing the great literary classics of theology, philosophy, poetics, 
mathematics and science, including the resulting technological developments. 
Our curriculum explores the wide sweep of art, architecture, music and 
language, and we approach all these disciplines with an emphasis on a 
Christian life paradigm. The idea is to study human achievement in 
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context—both in terms of its providential and cultural importance. Out of 
this integrated understanding of God’s world every other subject and 
discipline is formed.   
  
 
 
Imago Trinitatis 
It is a common mistake to think that education is on the level of ideas. No! It is 
always a transmission of experience. How much sadness, emptiness, and banality there 
is in the game of academia and footnotes. People are not convinced by reasoning; either 
they catch fire or they do not. 

—Alexander Schmemann 
 

New College Franklin exists to meet this need—to offer genuine 
education of the whole man. In Latin, education <e+ducere> means “to 
lead out of” which implies that a student is led from somewhere to 
somewhere. Hence, there must be a specific goal of education. New College 
Franklin seeks to cultivate the next generation of Christians, leading them 
out of darkness and ignorance through the light of the Spirit into the truth of 
the Son by the love of the Father. This Trinitarian education is the journey 
of maturity in Christ, the perfect Whole Man. Moreover, this purpose of 
education makes New College Franklin a rare opportunity in today’s 
fragmented culture of higher education. Made in the image of God, man is a 
Trinitarian being, and thus ours is a reforming education that humbly seeks 
Trinitarian life. 

 
In an age of secularism, New College Franklin exists for Christendom—

seeking Word and Deed, Orthodoxy and Orthopraxy for Trinitarian life.  
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History of New College Franklin 
 
Our greatest inheritance, the very foundation of our civilization, is a marvel to behold 
and consider. If I tried to describe its rich legacy with utmost brevity, I should take the 
Latin word humanitas. It represents in the widest sense, the accumulated harvest of the 
ages, the fine flower of a long discipline of Christian thought. It is the Western mind 
to which we ought to turn our attentions to careful study. 

—John Buchan 
 

 In 1992 a distinctive model of education began to emerge in Franklin, 
Tennessee among a group of home schooling parents wanting to afford their 
children the full spiritual, academic, and cultural inheritance of Christendom. 
Adopting the traditional elements of both classical modalities and covenantal 
methodologies to their community effort of identifying, raising up, 
encouraging, and equipping the next generation of leaders, they found 
themselves on the cutting edge of a remarkable new grassroots movement. 
 
 Franklin Classical School was established in 1992 under the leadership of 
Dr. George Grant. As the school grew in size, scope, and influence it quickly 
became apparent that this nascent movement was hungry for a recovery and 
a rediscovery of the legacy of truth that had given rise to the remarkable 
flowering of beauty, progress, and freedom in the west. Curriculums would 
be needed as well as networks of communication and support. Training 
would have to be provided.  A whole new approach to college preparation 
would have to be explored. 
 
 In 1997, a flexible humanities-based program grew out of King’s Meadow 
Study Center with the goal of transitioning into a four-year degree-granting 
institution. Aimed at providing students the opportunity to read 
substantively, think provocatively and then hone their rhetorical proficiency, 
the flexible humanities-based curriculum offered several continuing 
education programs from three-week classes for the local community to the 
rigorous four-year study program, Chalmers House. More than a dozen 
students have completed Chalmers House since 2001. 

 
In the spring of 2007, following the establishment of Parish Presbyterian 

Church (PCA), the leadership of King’s Meadow Study Center decided the 
time was right to move forward with New College Franklin. Thus, New 
College Franklin was incorporated with the State of TN in November of 
2008 and received authorization as a college by the TN Higher Education 
Commission on St. George’s Day, April 23, 2009. The College officially 
welcomed its inaugural class of thirteen students seeking the Bachelor of Arts 
degree at the opening Convocation, August 14, 2009. 
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Organization and Affiliation 
 New College Franklin is an independent, self-sustaining, non-profit 
college governed by the New College Franklin Board of Trustees.  
  
 
Board of Trustees 
 New College Franklin is governed by an independent, five-member 
Board of Trustees that oversees the philosophy, mission, objectives, policies, 
programs and personnel of the college. 
 
 
Parish Presbyterian Church, PCA 
 New College Franklin serves as a missional extension of Christ’s church 
to raise up the next generation of Christian leaders. Because of this mission 
to the church present and in Heaven, the local church in Franklin is essential 
to New College Franklin, and the New College Franklin experience is 
incomplete without close ties with local church bodies. From the founding 
of New College Franklin, Parish Presbyterian Church embraced the mission 
of this collegiate covenant education and continues to provide spiritual 
oversight for New College Franklin. At this time New College Franklin 
shares facilities with Parish Presbyterian Church.  
  
 
Association of Classical and Christian Schools 
 New College Franklin is a member of the Association of Classical and 
Christian Schools (ACCS—www.accsedu.org). The mission of ACCS is to 
promote, establish and equip schools committed to a classical approach to 
education in the light of a Christian worldview grounded in Scripture, and to 
provide accountability for member schools to ensure that cultural heritage is 
not lost again. 
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Vision and Philosophy of Education 
 

Blessed is the one who finds wisdom, and the one who gets understanding, for the 
grain from her is better than gain from silver and her profit better than gold. She is 
more precious than jewels, and nothing you desire can compare with her. 

—Proverbs 3:13-15 
 

The Liberal Arts and Biblical Education 
Many clever men like you have trusted to civilization. Many clever Babylonians, 
many clever Egyptians, many clever men at the end of Rome. Can you tell me, in a 
world that is flagrant with the failures of civilization, what there is particularly 
immortal about yours?            —G. K. Chesterton 
 

As a classical Christian college, New College Franklin stands in the stream 
of Western Civilization that is customarily identified with the Greco-Roman 
world. It was into that world of philosophical Hellenism and civic-minded 
Latinum that Christ came as the incarnate Word of God. In addition to 
Hebrew and Aramaic, Latin and Greek were the languages chosen to 
communicate the words King of the Jews on that cross outside Jerusalem. 
Because Christ suffered under Pontius Pilate, the Christian story is significantly 
interwoven with Greek and Roman culture and Western Civilization.  
 

 This is not at all to say that the Christian story is the story of Western 
Civilization. In many respects Western Civilization synchronizes the Greco-
Roman pagan world with Christianity. The Christian story weaves in and 
through Western Civilization like the Hebrew story wove through ancient 
Mesopotamia. Just as we must know all that we can of the Mesopotamians to 
know fully the people of God in the age of the Patriarchs, so too we study 
the greater cultural context in which Christ the Word was given to 
understand the fullness of God’s revelation in Christ. Hence, New College 
Franklin stands in the stream of Western Civilization though not for the sake 
of furthering Western Civilization itself. Western Civilization will pass. Some 
think it has already. The primary story of the world is the story of God’s 
people serving as priests and kings to flesh out divine Love in a world that is 
being redeemed. Western Civilization occupies but a chapter in that story, 
albeit an important chapter. Hence, the primary goal of classical Christian 
education is to be biblical education—to cultivate knowledgeable, wise and 
faithful servants of God.  
 

 Once the goal of seeking Biblical education is set, classical Christian 
education is free to explore and enjoy the countless shades and flavors in the 
fruits of Western Civilization. In particular, medieval Christendom—a time 
when Western Civilization was imbued with the light of the Gospel—
birthed the greatest display of art, music, architecture and culture the world 
has ever seen. However imperfectly, Christendom fleshed out the Gospel 
beautifully and so birthed these magnificent wonders, leaving us with a rich 
legacy of Truth. New College Franklin seeks to renew and continue this 
legacy of Christendom.  
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 This legacy is multi-faceted, and from the sphere of education in Western 
Civilization we have received the classical norms of the trivium (grammar, 
logic, rhetoric) and quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, harmonics, 
astronomy). New College Franklin recognizes the wisdom in having these 
time-tested liberal arts in our curriculum for the same reason that 8th century 
Alcuin included them in his curriculum for the earliest cathedral schools at 
York and Tours—the liberal arts serve Scripture, man’s highest study.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Education as Worship & Parish Life as “Curriculum” 
“God’s intention was to bless his people through the constant and conscientious 
observation of the [Sabbath], week after week and year after year. Believers are 
sanctified through a lifetime of Sabbath observance. In other words, the Sabbath is 
designed to work slowly, quietly, seemingly imperceptively in reorienting believers’ 
appetites heavenward. It is not a quick fix, nor is it necessarily a spiritual high. It is 
an ‘outward and ordinary’ ordinance, part of the steady and healthy diet of the means 
of grace.”            —D. G. Hart and John R. Muether 
 

We believe that the work of New College Franklin is not a neutral act to 
create sophisticated, intellectual citizens of the world. We are not seeking the 
“good life” or the “American dream,” but the life of Christ. We believe that 
man is primarily a worshiper. The proper definition of man is not homo 
sapiens as much as it is homo adorans. Worship—literally “worth-giving”—is 
the point of education. Education is the process of learning more of our 
Triune God Who is worthy of praise and how we may praise Him. We 
embark on the study of Scripture and the liberal arts to know our Lord and 
His works and to give Him glory. Hence, education is a form of worship.  
 The worshiping practice of education seeks to spark an intellectual love of 
God. In other words, education primarily engages the mind in the 
challenging pursuit of knowledge, but this pursuit of knowledge is not for 
the intellect alone because the intellect is never alone. The intellectual life is 
one part of man to aid man in worshiping and serving God. New College 
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Franklin seeks to educate the whole man, including both mind and spirit. 
We should note, too, that education never takes place as an individual act. 
There is a communion with others in a classroom, lecture hall, study room 
or simply a one-on-one conversation. College education assumes a 
community of learners. This was the original Christian meaning behind the 
Latin term, collegium, a gathering of scholars around a common law or principle. 
 
 Additionally, we stand against the steady trend of Christian colleges to 
disengage themselves from Christian churches. Because of this we articulate 
in our mission that New College Franklin serves as a missional extension of 
Christ’s Church. While we are not a denominational college, nor are we 
under the legal authority of one particular church body, we place ourselves 
within the context of the Church’s mission to serve the world as Christ’s 
body. We are a part of the body and so the local community is not a mere 
background to New College Franklin. The intellectual pursuit is an 
important part of parish life. By parish life, we mean the simple life of God’s 
people, the work, worship and culture of the church community in Franklin. 
Thomas Chalmers summed up parish life well: “…it is a blessing spreading 
benediction over the length and breadth of the whole world.”  
 
 This parish context is of utmost importance to New College Franklin, 
and we think of it as a type of curriculum. Hence it is important what we 
read, but it is perhaps more important with whom we read. New College 
Franklin is not an autonomous institution of higher education for the 
expansion of the intellect that “happens” to be in Franklin. We are a college 
born from, and ingrained into, the parish life in Franklin centered on 
worship. From out of worship springs life and creativity, intellectual growth 
and vision, science and art and all the flowerings of Trinitarian life. We do 
not wish to see a collegiate sub-culture separate from the rest of parish life. 
New College Franklin is not an academy, a separate sphere independent of 
the church or community of faith. For this reason, New College Franklin 
encourages students to join the life of community, to live and feast amongst 
them. Conversely, many of the activities of the Fellowship—including public 
lectures and seminars, conferences, concerts, feasts, dances and prayer 
services, etc—are open to all in the parish. We firmly believe that it is only 
through the incarnation of community that we can truly experience 
Trinitarian life. 
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Moral Philosophy & Pansophism:  
The Legacy of Modern Classical Education  
 
History makes men wise; poetry, witty; mathematics, subtle; natural philosophy, 
deep; literature, grave; logic and rhetoric, able to contend; theology, humble; and each 
of these taken together makes men a true education of moral philosophy. 

—Francis Bacon 
 
 While standing in the broad classical tradition of the seven liberal arts, 
New College Franklin emphasizes moral philosophy. We have chosen this 
emphasis specifically because it is a biblical philosophy of education that 
combats the fragmentation of knowledge in modernity. It is also a classical 
method of education that imitates the best pedagogies inherited from the 
past. Over the years of recent history, higher education has embraced a 
secular paradigm of “neutrality,” which we believe is impossible (Matt. 
12:30) and immoral (Jas. 4:4). In this paradigm, knowledge is removed from 
God whereas Scripture is clear that genuine knowledge of any subject 
whatsoever begins with reverence and submission to God (Prov. 1:7). We 
believe the implications of this secular paradigm are costly for how we view 
knowledge.  

 
Furthermore, in addition to secularism, modernity holds that knowledge 

is propositional and abstract. Knowledge is thought to be pure rationality, 
detached from wisdom and virtue—which is to say knowledge is detached 
from life. Post-modernity may differ to say that knowledge is relational, but 
this only brings us to rely on something relative without a standard. Against 
such recent trends, moral philosophy reunites fragmented knowledge under 
the sovereignty of God allowing man to seek a full life in the wisdom of 
God. Any other view of knowledge results in a cultural malaise where 
beauty, truth and goodness are lost. Because of this, New College Franklin 
emphasizes moral philosophy. Moral philosophy is the major study of our 
college because it is a true study, and this true study is of utmost importance 
in an age that needs to recover wisdom and virtue. 

 
At the core of moral philosophy are two principles that address the 

modern malaise of higher education: moral philosophy is interdisciplinary and 
unified. As the above Francis Bacon quote demonstrates, moral philosophy 
integrates subjects so that we do not see things from only one angle or 
perspective. Reality and truth are known not in isolated parts but through 
parts that are seen in conjunction with one another. When viewed together, 
the parts explain one another. Just as the colors, lines and tones in a master 
painting are all distinct things, so too are subjects and disciplines. However, 
these subjects and disciplines are only fully known when all exist 
harmoniously together like the colors, lines and tones of a painting that 
together form beautiful art. We should note that this principle of weaving 
disciplines is not without bounds. The New College Franklin curriculum 
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certainly recognizes pedagogical advantages to pursuing some subjects and 
disciplines by themselves, and yet the goal is that those classes will cross-
reference all the others. These courses are intentionally separated from one 
another to better see the other. Furthermore, while recognizing and applying 
these distinctions in the parts of the curriculum, the moral philosophy core of 
New College Franklin integrate subjects that are best seen together: history, 
literature, philosophy and theology. 
  

The multiple disciplines of 
moral philosophy must be 
unified. There is a progression 
in this: moral philosophy first 
weaves disciplines together to 
demonstrate the true nature of 
each discipline for the sake of 
seeing the whole. The disciplines 
reveal each other, but the goal 
of this revelation is to better 
know the whole. This is an 
essential tenet of moral 
philosophy that by its nature 
seeks to grasp the end of all 
things. Some have referred to 
moral philosophy as the pursuit 
of the “good life,” and this is 
more or less the classical view. 
However, from a Christian 

worldview the good life is not precise enough to sum up the unity of all 
things. The Trinity is the right end of all things, and only through the light 
of the Trinity for the sake of the Trinity is anything knowable.  

 
  As an educational practice, moral philosophy is as old as the covenant 
people of God. As an educational concept or term, moral philosophy was 
largely born out of the Protestant Reformation that provided a modern 
legacy of classical education. A key founder of this way was Jan Amos 
Comenius (1592-1670) whom Abraham Kuyper called the “father of 
modern Christian education.” Likewise, Andrew Bonar spoke of Comenius 
as “the truest heir of Hus, the chief inspiration of Chalmers, and the first 
model for Carey.” Comenius entertained invitations to teach in London, 
Stockholm, Paris, Amsterdam, Wittenberg, Geneva; and the influential 
Puritan Mather family in Boston sought to have Comenius placed at the 
head of America’s first college, the fledgling Harvard College.  Comenius’ 
way of classical Christian education was called pansophism, a philosophy of 
education that called for universal knowledge under God’s sovereignty for all 
people. Comenius organized his system of pansophism under seven principles 
based on Deuteronomy 6. 
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I. Theological Integration. Deuteronomy 6 proclaims that the Lord God 

is One, and from this Shema comes the first principle of pansophism: 
theological integration. The Lord God has spoken, and the whole world 
is His possession. All things are defined, united and integrated in Him. 
Every study and discipline—from mathematics to poetics—is established 
in the verity of Jesus Christ. Hence, because Christ is the starting point 
and end point for all knowledge, the Christian worldview is the base of 
all discipleship and education.  
 

II. Word Based. God reveals himself first and most particularly in words, 
and so literary substance is at the root of pansophism and classical 
education. The foundation of this principle comes from Christ the 
Logos-Word. Christ the Incarnate Word and the Scriptures are God’s 
specific revelation, and this literary prominence carries over into all other 
subjects and disciplines. For instance the study of physics means reading 
works of physics, not solely doing experiments in labs. Reading is the 
core of all disciplines.  

 
III. Didactic Discipline. This is the principle of copiousness, meaning that 

education is hard work. True education calls us to pursue diligently the 
grammar of subjects. We memorize the important things, and we analyze 
them so that we know them in wisdom. Education is not entertainment. 
Rather it is painful leisure (ie, truly free time) for the goal of seeking 
Christ’s maturity. Work is inescapable, and we must embrace this.  

 
IV. Covenantal Accountability. Education is dependent on a relationship 

between learners, from teacher-to-student and student-to-student, etc. 
These relationships are more than mere context; they actually help to 
define content. Moreover, that relationship is often more important than 
the content itself, for some lessons may be forgotten while relationships 
motivate us to Truth. We believe that without this covenantal 
accountability, Gnosticism in education is inevitable.  

 
V. Beauty. Pansophism holds beauty at the heart of education. Defined 

biblically, aesthetics has an objective root, and this root draws all men 
towards knowledge, understanding and wisdom, for these are the chief 
objects of beauty. Beauty is primarily God’s holiness, and God’s holiness 
demands a peculiar Christian objective standard for aesthetics in every 
field. Only from this standard can we evaluate the things that draw us 
in—from a noble archway to a sublime sculpture, a seven-course feast or 
a Bach cantata.  

 
VI. Ethics. One characteristic of modernity is the disconnect between the 

indicative and the imperative. Pansophism requires that we distinguish, 
but never divorce, what we know from what we do so that at the heart 
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of all academic discipline is the pursuit of a holy life. Deuteronomy 6 
makes it clear that Christian education first of all is moral education, and 
our first call in education must be to listen and to act when the Lord 
God calls.  

 
VII. Historical foundations. Pansophism recognizes that every discipline 

comes from somewhere. Literature is a subject with a history, and 
students should know the history of literature from Homer’s epic to 
postmodern novels. This is true of all the other disciplines as well. 
Moreover, this emphasis on historical foundations in pansophism teaches 
us to see history as more than dates and dead people. History is a 
meaningful story, and students must know the worldview differences 
between, say, an epic and a novel just as they must know what caused 
the twentieth century scientific revolution. A meaningful story lies 
behind both the literary form and the revolution. History is at the heart 
of the pansophic collegium.  

    
 
 The motto of New College Franklin—Orthodoxy and Orthpraxy for 
Trinitarian Life—sums up our educational philosophy and especially our 
emphasis on the interdisciplinary unity of moral philosophy. New College 
Franklin seeks to cultivate the whole man, mind and spirit, in the knowledge 
of God for the sake of living faithfully as God’s children.  
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Theological Perspective 
 
New College Franklin exists to glorify our Triune God and enjoy 

communion with Him forever. We believe that God has spoken supremely 
in our Lord Jesus Christ and in Holy Scripture teaching us to trust in the 
sovereign, eternal, just and merciful decrees of the Father, the atoning life, 
death and resurrection of Jesus, and the work of the Holy Spirit as our 
ongoing Counselor, Guide, Equipper and Friend. These fundamental 
Trinitarian truths define us first and foremost as mere Christians.  

 
 Moreover, we are orthodox Christians. We are grateful heirs of the 
historic Christian Church and of the pioneers and patriarchs of faith who 
gave us the creeds and the early Church councils: The Apostles Creed, The 
Nicene Creed and the Definition of Chalcedon. Thus, we continue to be 
linked with that historic line of faithfulness as it has continued, 
uninterrupted, across the centuries.  
 

In following this historic line of faithfulness New College Franklin holds 
to the reformational confessions of the 16th and 17th centuries including the 
Westminster Confession of Faith, the Heidelberg Catechism, the Belgic 
Confession and the Canons of Dort. We believe that these confessions best 
articulate orthodox Christian doctrine revealed in the Holy Scriptures.  
 
 New College Franklin stands in this rich confessional Protestant tradition 
not as a system of ideas separated from living faith. Because sound theology is 
inseparable from holiness, we believe that the fruit of the Spirit, love and 
humility, and service in word and deed are essential marks of true theology. 
Indeed, these out workings of faith are more than the result of our 
theological perspective, they are essential to our theological perspective. As 
our motto, Orthodoxy and Orthopraxy, proclaims, godliness exists in word and 
deed. Beloved, let us love one another, for love is from God, and whoever loves has 
been born of God and knows God. (I John 4:7) 
 

All faculty, part-time and full-time, and the Board of Trustees must 
pledge in writing their commitment to uphold the Statement of Faith (see 
pages 20-21). Students are not required to pledge their assent to these 
doctrines but must submit to the Student Code of Ethics (see pages 40-44). 
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Statement of Faith   
 
Trinity 
 We believe in one, true and living God, infinite in being and holy 
perfection, immutable, eternal and incomprehensible. In Him is all life, glory 
and goodness for He alone is in Himself all-sufficient. In the unity of the 
Godhead there are three persons, of one substance, power and eternity: God 
the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit.  
 
Incarnation 
 Christ, the Son of God, is of one substance and equal with the Father. He 
was conceived by the Holy Ghost of the virgin Mary and took on flesh yet 
without sin, being in two whole, perfect and distinct natures, one person, 
fully God and fully man.  
 
Holy Scripture 
 We hold Scripture as our highest authority. We believe that God’s 
inerrant, infallible and inspired Word, the Bible—including the Old and 
New Testaments—is altogether sufficient as our guide for life, practice and 
godliness. We defer to the authority of the historic Christian Church, but we 
believe this authority is fallible, hence subordinate to Scripture.  As a people 
we are committed to read it, study it, sing it, pray it, teach it, preach it, obey 
it and practice it. 
 
Creation 
 Not of any necessity, but of His own pleasure, in the beginning God 
created the heavens and the earth. All things were created out of nothing in 
the span of six days, all very good. We believe that science and theology are 
compatible disciplines that both must operate under the authority of the 
Holy Scriptures.   
 
Fall 
 Adam, our federal head, fell from original righteousness by disobeying 
God, and sin entered the whole world. In choosing rebellion and law-less 
separation from God, our first parents became dead in sin, and their original 
sin is passed on to all mankind.   
 
Salvation  
 Our loving and merciful Father has called a numberless elect out of 
spiritual death in Adam into eternal salvation and life in Christ. Those whom 
He effectually called are united to Christ’s death, burial and resurrection by 
no work of their own but by God’s free gift.  
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Covenant 
 God’s elect, united in Christ, are His children, and He is a gracious, 
loving Father. God’s children, moved by the proclamation of the gospel, are 
gathered together as the visible and invisible catholic Church. 
 
Eschatology 

As Christ bore God’s love to the world, so Christ’s Church bears the 
gospel unto the farthest corners of the world. God works through the 
Church to preach and to embody the gospel, resulting in the gradual 
transformation and salvation of the world for God’s glory.  
 
 
 
 
Statement on Academic Freedom 
 
 As noted previously, students at New College Franklin are not required 
to pledge their assent to the above doctrines of the Christian Faith. We 
believe that the freedom of belief and conscience is essential to the health of 
New College Franklin. However, freedom of belief and conscience does not 
mean that there are no standards for truth that New College Franklin 
upholds and requires all students to respect. Our chief commitment is to the 
Lord Jesus Christ as truth, and we believe this is the basis for academic 
freedom. Every community is held together by common principles and 
beliefs in what is true. Hence the question of academic freedom is not 
whether there is a standard for truth, but what is that standard. All colleges 
possess such a standard as the basis for academic freedom. Our standard is the 
Triune Godhead, and we expect students to earnestly pursue Christ as truth 
in both word and deed. We do not seek to burden anyone’s conscience—
either students or faculty—in matters of secondary doctrine. Rather we 
encourage full academic freedom for students and faculty within the bounds 
of the Student Code of Ethics and Statement of Faith respectively. 
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THE CURRICULUM 
 
 

Program of Studies and Course Descriptions  
 
 Truth is by nature one, universal and indivisible. Truth is this way 
because truth is Jesus Christ. Pilate asked Christ “what is truth?” when he 
should have asked “who?” Jesus Christ is the Logos, the one Word of God 
through Whose “light” knowledge is possible (John 1:3-4). Because truth is 
the Word, a united whole, it is essential that the curriculum of New College 
Franklin uphold this unity. Every fact, idea, symbol or sign exists in 
relationship to universal truth. Therefore, every part of the curriculum is 
interrelated because every part of the curriculum should bring the student to 
seek, know and experience truth. While there are distinctions and aspects of 
the curriculum as varied as Hebrew grammar and Euclidian propositions, 
every part serves universal truth. 
 
 A significant distinction between New College Franklin and most 
contemporary colleges is that New College Franklin offers no majors. With 
the exception of preceptorials, all students take the same classes. Majors are a 
relatively recent feature in higher education, and we believe that majors on 
the undergraduate level encourage students “to specialize” in their studies 
too soon which diminishes the time necessary to study the liberal arts. 
Furthermore, in most cases, college majors are a mark of colleges aiming at a 
vocational-technical goal. Our goals encompass our students’ vocations and 
individual callings, but our primary goals are knowledge and wisdom for all 
of life. Hence, all courses at New College Franklin are core curricula, and, 
ironically, we believe that this core curriculum prepares each student to seek 
his individual calling. Once the strong foundation of a humanities education 
is laid, students are prepared to pursue their callings in light of the questions 
and ideals common to all men. Additionally, we encourage students to shape 
projects, papers and the senior thesis where fitting to coincide with their 
vocational interests.  
 
 
Moral Philosophy:  

Antithesis and Worldview (MP 111, 112, 113 & 114) 
Antiquity (MP 211, 212, 213 & 214) 
Christendom (MP 311, 312, 313 & 314) 
Modernity (MP 411, 412, 413 & 414) 

 
Moral philosophy is at the heart of the New College Franklin curriculum 

because of how it embodies a key aspect of New College Franklin’s 
philosophy of knowledge. New College Franklin believes that knowledge is 
best sought in the whole, the sum of the parts rather than the parts alone. 
This means first that all things are studied for the sake of knowing God and 
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secondly that all things gain meaning and purpose within God’s sovereign 
plan over all. God’s world involves many “parts” that are best seen not in 
isolation but in light of the connections, relationships and harmonies in 
God’s united, sovereign plan. Moral Philosophy applies this principle of unity 
by examining the manifold cultural outworkings of Western Civilization in 
one interdisciplinary study that incorporates history, theology, philosophy, 
literature, art and architecture grounded in the overarching redemptive 
narrative of God’s story.  

The moral philosophy courses follow the progression of history in two 
cycles. Antithesis and Worldview is an introductory course that surveys the 
intellectual history of Western Civilization all in one year. Following this 
one-year survey, the subsequent three years of moral philosophy trace the 
saga of history with more leisure in three divisions: Antiquity (creation to 
circa 450AD); Christendom (circa 450AD to circa 1600 AD); Modernity 
(circa 1600-today). 

The last two years of Moral Philosophy are organized around the 
chronology of the world from creation to the Reformation in the third year 
and then from the Reformation to modernity in the last year. The goal in 
these last two cultural seminars is to understand the redemptive narrative of 
God’s story in the context of the Western intellectual and historical tradition. 

 
 

Theology (THE 201, 202, 203 & 204) 
Second year students are presented with a study of theology that 

emphasizes biblical theology, hermeneutics and systematics. Using Scripture 
itself as the central text, this seminar focuses on the biblical narrative, 
structures and language that form God’s special revelation. Students will 
complete several hermeneutics projects throughout the year to apply 
interpretive skills. 

 
 

Rhetoric (RHT 101 & 102) 
First-year students study the third art of language, rhetoric, to know the 

beauty of wisdom expressed. Surveying both the classical and biblical 
categories of rhetoric, this two-term seminar introduces students to key 
hermeneutical practices as well as the art of persuasion in speech and 
composition. Students learn and apply these disciplines of reading, writing 
and oratory that serve as foundational academic tools for all the courses at 
New College Franklin.  
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Beauty and the Arts:  
Aesthetics (AES 101 & 102) 
Art (ART 201, 202, 203 & 204) 
Music (MUS 301, 302, 303 & 304) 
 
Aesthetics is another first year, two-term seminar. This course challenges 

students with the question “what is beauty?” Scripture places great emphasis 
on beauty and the arts, and this worldview seminar examines select works of 
art, music and architecture to uncover the objective biblical principles of 
beauty that bring ideas into form and rhythm as the Incarnation brought flesh 
to Christ. Aesthetics naturally leads into the second and third year studies of 
Art and Music. 
 
 The Art course is both seminar and practicum that accompanies the 
Geometry course and introduces students to the foundational elements of 
design, drawing and architecture, culminating in a final practicum project. 
The Music seminar fills an important roll in the program because of how 
essential music is to worship and the life of the church. Both theoretical and 
practical, this seminar examines melody, harmony, rhythm, tone, color and 
musical structure as well as the moral function of music, its ecclesiastical 
history and development, polyphony and counterpoint. Readings will come 
from the Greeks, Church Fathers and Medieval philosophers and theologians. 

 
 

Symbolism (SYM 101, 102, 103 & 104) 
Poetics (POE 401, 402, 403 & 404) 

 
Symbolism and Poetics are especially oriented towards New College 

Franklin’s goal of cultivating wisdom. Symbols and symbolism occur 
throughout the range of human expression.  As such they provide an ability 
to enhance our understanding of an object or idea in a manner that is poetic 
and wisdom-oriented and not simply rational. Much of the symbolism of 
Scripture is contained in the first eleven chapters of Genesis, and the poetic 
language of the Psalms also contains many symbolic ideas. Natural symbols 
pertain to a direct correlation between the world God created and a 
universally recognized concept.  However, some of the common currency of 
symbolism has been lost over time—that pertaining to numbers, plants, 
alchemy, etc.  The object of this course is to examine the relationship of 
symbolism to poetic understanding by extensive reading in folk tales, fairy 
stories, medieval understanding of cosmology, anatomy, and order, as well as 
the idea of myth in the writings of C.S. Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien. 

 
In its essence, Poetics is applied knowledge and understanding, or rather 

wisdom. Wisdom crosses disciplines and makes connections between 
seemingly disparate “subjects” such as the interconnectedness of rhetoric, 
mathematics, astronomy, music, architecture, theology, and philosophy. 
Poetics seeks to encourage the poetic Biblical thinking that considers the 
beauty of presentation as part of the content. Poetic knowledge is not 
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pragmatic, isolated or manipulative, but rather beautiful in its application, 
true in its comprehensive nature, and good in its ethical character and 
purpose. Poetic knowledge falls short if it does not succeed in orthopraxy—
which is a working out of orthodoxy, what one believes. The desire is to 
recover a Hebraic mode of thought instead of a purely Greek rationalism.  
Biblical wisdom and poetic knowledge imply a sensual, physical 
understanding that goes beyond mere mental assent. As such, this course will 
act as a capstone for the entire curriculum. 

 
 

Languages:  
Koine Greek (GK 101, 102, 103 & 104),  
Koine Greek Readings (GKR 211 & 213)  
Hebrew (HB 301, 302, 303 & 304)  
Hebrew Readings (HBR 311 & 312) 
 
New College Franklin students study Greek and Hebrew in an inductive 

and deductive way in the first three years of the curriculum. Six terms are 
allotted per language so that students achieve intermediate proficiency. New 
College Franklin believes the study of an inflected language such as Greek 
and a Semitic language such as Hebrew offers great rewards, chief among 
them access to Scripture. While intermediate proficiency does not yield 
complete access, students are well on the way to reading God’s Word in the 
original languages.  Also, learning such languages cultivates thought patterns, 
highlights linguistic nuances and brings students to a deeper understanding of 
language in general. For Christians, this is especially important since Christ is 
the Word, and so we are people of the Word and words. We study language 
because it is at the center of our thoughts, speech, writing and worship.  

 
 

Quadrivium:  
Arithmetic (ARM 101, 102, 103 & 104) 
Geometry (GEO  201, 202, 203 & 204) 
Harmonics (HAR 301, 302, 303 & 304)  
Astronomy (AST 401, 402, 403 & 404) 
 
The quadrivium seminars in classical Christian mathematics are founded 

on the belief that God reveals Himself through the beauty, order and design 
of His creation. Man can know God by knowing the mathematical language 
of creation that is an art, not solely a pragmatic tool or utilitarian endeavor. 
In this sense, the study of mathematics is a poetic stretching of the mind, 
practicing precise and valid thinking with complex ideas and conceptual 
abstractions. This artistic, mathematical process of thinking is governed by 
God’s laws, meaning that His created reality guides and tunes our logic. 
Moreover, this incarnational study of mathematics is not Neo-Platonic or 
Pythagorean, for the end goal of studying about God’s created reality is for 
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the sake of knowing God through His works that display His beauty, order 
and design.  

 
The focus of mathematics in the first year course is arithmetic, 

concentrating on the theory and nature of number. This course will examine 
arithmetic in a historical and developmental context, re-interpreting theories 
about numbers where necessary in accord with the biblical Christian world 
and life view. Through the seminar discussions on the theory and nature of 
numbers students will engage topics of creation in a principled and 
methodical way, hence growing in the knowledge and wisdom of the Lord 
for “all things were made through Him.” 

 
The second year course turns to a study of the quantification of the earth, 

concentrating on the nature of measurement and spatial relationships. 
Beginning with Euclidean geometry, this course closely examines 
geometrical proofs in the classical world before turning to the Cartesian 
system, Non-Euclidean geometry and concluding with Riemann’s 
Hypothesis. 

 
Harmonics is the third year quadrivium course that studies the art of 

number in time and proportion. Harmonics has a long history—from Greek 
thought by Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, early Church Fathers (including 
Augustine) and the medieval period with Ptolemy, Boethius and Kepler. The 
study of Harmonics includes the origins of notes, their relationships to one 
another, how we hear, and a natural understanding of why and how music 
works the way it does. 
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Astronomy is the culmination of the quadrivium in which students seek 
an understanding and application of logic, precision, beauty and experiment 
in the science of astronomy. Readings from Ptolemy, Kepler, Galileo and 
Newton provide logical demonstrations of scientific systems revealing how 
great thinkers envision the universe within an acceptable logical structure. 
Astronomy concludes with a few final examples of likely orderings of God’s 
creation through quantum mechanics and relativity. Perhaps the greatest 
strength of the classical approach to the quadrivium is that it instructs 
students in the art of discerning presuppositions and worldviews, and in this 
study of astronomy students especially learn that the astronomer’s notion of 
beauty affects what he is willing to assume as well as how he critiques his 
own ideas as the intuitive vision of the universe is refined. 
 
 
Thesis (THS 401, 402, 403 & 404) 
 The thesis at New College Franklin is a fitting capstone that allows 
students to draw on all the skills, knowledge, understanding and wisdom 
gained during their entire course of studies. Students begin this course with a 
review of Chicago standards of style, appropriate modes of research as well as 
the central biblical and classical rhetorical standards studied in the first-year 
Rhetoric course. Under the guidance of a thesis advisor, students work 
throughout their fourth year to research and craft an exceptional thesis that 
they will present and defend as the culminating project of New College 
Franklin. 
 
 
Preceptorials 
 Third and fourth year students may select from a wide variety of term or 
multi-term courses that compliment the core curriculum by allowing 
students to focus on a particular author, topic or philosophical question. 
Preceptorials are somewhat similar to electives. Examples include: Bioethics, 
Flannery O’Connor, Incarnational Theology, Relativity, Shakespeare’s 
Sonnets, Chant, Islam, Martin Bucer, etc. 
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Pedagogy 
 
 New College Franklin utilizes several traditional methodologies 
appropriate to different aspects of the curriculum. All of our methodologies 
are crafted to meet our graduate goals and objectives. The Shema in 
Deuteronomy is formative for our pedagogy: “Hear, O Israel: The Lord our 
God, the Lord is one. You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with 
all your soul and with all your might. And these words that I command you today 
shall be on your heart.” (Deut.6:4-6) The Shema calls men especially to words. 
Because of this word-orientation, all our methodologies revolve around 
words—namely the great books of Western Civilization—for the sake of 
knowing the Word—Scripture. As a community of learners, tutors and 
students together, we gather around these books to pursue knowledge and 
wisdom. All our methodologies are formatted to bring students and faculty 
into contact with words. Even the arts and music—which may be considered 
as visible and aural words—are occasions to see, know and experience words 
of truth.  
 
 Our pedagogy begins with the tutor-student relationship. We do not 
position our tutors before students as the source of knowledge but as 
experienced guides to knowledge. Tutors and students learn together, side by 
side, and the key distinction between these two learners is that tutors are 
farther along the path to knowledge and wisdom. Their lectures, questions 
and guidance reflect their experience, but even the tutor’s experience is not 
the source of knowledge. Tutors and students gather “to hear the Lord is 
one” and to put “these words” on their hearts. 
 
 This tutor-student relationship is unique amongst most colleges and 
universities in America that follow the Germanic or Continental model. The 
Germanic model holds to an academic hierarchy that emphasizes research 
over teaching for faculty. Students are expected to earn degrees for the end 
goal of research and professional publishing. New College Franklin, 
however, follows the British model that emphasizes residential academic life, 
a “collegiate way” of academia that encourages students to live in 
community amongst the local parish life. The collegiate way in the British 
model is seen in the small colleges at Oxbridge, most visibly in the 
communal architecture of the quadrangle. In following these principles, New 
College Franklin uses traditional academic monikers: 
 

Fellows: Senior & Junior scholars in residence. A Fellow is an “equal 
or comrade who aids in governing the college.” A Fellow is a master 
teacher, not primarily a specialist.  
 
Readers: Readers are members of the college without same governing 
authority or influence as a fellow. Readers may assist in teaching under 
the oversight of a fellow.  
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Juniors: Juniors are students, and they are full members of the college 
as undergraduates. Juniors are considered adult scholars-in-training. 
 
Seminar: Discussion-based class centered around a broad topic or more 
extensive reading. Macro exegesis. 
 
Tutorial: Discussion-based class focused on a more specific topic or on 
a detailed reading of a short passage. Micro-exegesis.  
 

 New College Franklin is an academic community that follows the 
mandate from Deuteronomy: “These commandments that I give you today are to 
be upon your hearts. Impress them on your children. Talk about them when you sit at 
home and when you walk along the road, when you lie down and when you get up. 
Tie them as symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads. Write them on 
the doorframes of your houses and on your gates.” (Deut 6:6-9) The implications 
of this passage are that knowledge of the Lord is impressed from fathers to 
children, from tutors to students, as they talk, walk and even rest. The 
knowledge of the Lord is to be bound to our minds, to flow from our hands 
and be manifest in the domesticity of hearth and home as well as in every 
cultural work of dominion. Because truth is one, ours is a holistic pedagogy 
for a holistic view of knowledge. There is no end to the study of the Lord. 
 
 As a college, we structure this academic pursuit of the Lord around two 
traditional methodologies: seminars and tutorials. Both formats are flexible 
and discussion-based to allow tutors and students to interact in a way that is 
conducive to the texts and ideas. 
 
 
Seminar 

The seminar is a rigorous discussion-based class where students are 
required to participate in a Socratic discussion on a common reading. 
Seminars may discuss large or small readings in one class, and the goal in 
these cases is to read and discuss on a macro or micro-exegesis level. The 
Moral Philosophy inter-disciplinary seminar is a special example of this 
macro-exegesis that integrates the disciplines of history, literature, theology, 
philosophy, art and music all within one seminar. Moral Philosophy seminars 
meet once a week for two hours. Accompanying the Moral Philosophy 
seminar is the Tutorial (see below). 

 
The other seminars at New College Franklin usually focus on a smaller 

reading and/or a more particular question from the text (micro-exegesis), 
and most of these seminars meet for an hour and a half twice a week. 
Additionally, some seminars include practicum elements as fits the respective 
course content. These include the Greek and Hebrew courses, Rhetoric, 
Theology, Quadrivium courses, Aesthetics, Music, Art and some 
Preceptorials.   
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Tutorial 
The Moral Philosophy tutorial especially distinguishes New College 

Franklin’s pedagogy. Whereas all classes are discussion-based to encourage 
students to be active in the learning process, the tutorial especially challenges 
students to own their education. Similar to the Oxford tutorial, the Moral 
Philosophy tutorial is a weekly meeting between one to three students and 
an assigned tutor or reader. The assigned tutor may be teaching the Moral 
Philosophy course the students are currently taking, but not necessarily. All 
tutors at New College Franklin are active across the curriculum, but 
especially in the four-year Moral Philosophy conversation. The format of 
each tutorial differs tutor by tutor, but the norm is that the student/s writes 
an essay on a related topic or the reading from his/their current Moral 
Philosophy seminar. Most tutors have students write essays that can be read 
in approximately ten minutes, and many tutorials consist of one or more 
essays read aloud with critiques and discussion interspersed. However, the 
tutorial intentionally remains flexible so that the tutor may guide the 
student/s in a way suited to each student. 

 
 

Model Four-Year Plan for the  
Degree of Bachelor of Arts 

 

ALEPH 
YEAR 

BET 
YEAR 

GIMEL 
YEAR 

DALET 
YEAR 

Moral 
Philosophy: 
Antithesis 

Moral Philosophy: 
Antiquity 

Moral Philosophy: 
Christendom 

Moral Philosophy: 
Modernity 

Rhetoric 
Aesthetics 

Theology 
 

Preceptorials 

Symbolism Art Music Poetics 

Arithmetic 
 

Geometry 
 

Harmonics 
 

Astronomy 
 

Greek Greek 
 Hebrew 

Hebrew 
 

Thesis 
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New College Franklin Course Equivalents 
Many of New College Franklin’s courses will have clear equivalent courses at 
other colleges. However, the Moral Philosophy, Symbolism, Poetics and 
Quadrivium courses may not transcribe so well. The below chart lists general 
equivalents for these courses: 
 
 
NEW COLLEGE     COURSE EQUIVALENTS  PERCENTAGE 
FRANKLIN COURSE 
 
Moral Philosophy 
 
Antithesis & Worldview  History       20% 

     Theology       30% 
Philosophy      30% 

       Literature       20% 
 
Antiquity,      History       30% 
Christendom &     Literature       30% 
Modernity      Theology       25% 
         Philosophy      15% 
 
Symbolism & Poetics      
Symbolism      Theology       25% 
         Literature       40% 
         Philosophy      25% 
         Art History      10% 
 
Poetics       Theology       20% 
         Literature       40% 
         Philosophy      40% 
 
Quadrivium 
Arithmetic        Elementary Number Theory 50% 

History of Mathematics  40% 
         Philosophy of Science   10% 
 
Geometry      Elementary Euclidean    30% 

Geometry  
         Elementary Linear Algebra 20% 
         History of Mathematics  30% 
         Intro to Non-Euclidean &  10% 
         Curved Space-Time 
         Philosophy of Science   10% 
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Harmonics      Philosophy and History   40% 
Acoustics       20% 
Theology       20% 
Music Theory     20% 

 
Astronomy      Philosophy of Science   30% 
         History of Science    40% 
         Intro to Astronomy    10% 
         Intro to Basic Physics   10% 
         Ethics of Science    10% 
 
 
 
Comparison To Typical Credit Format 

New College Franklin encourages students to seek great books and ideas, 
not academic credits as the goal of higher education. Credits are but a 
language that describes the actual studies, and students cannot guarantee true 
learning through the numerical accumulation of credits. We offer the 
following list of credits per course as a method to translate the New College 
Franklin program. 
 

SUBJECT COURSE TERMS CREDITS 
Antithesis & 
Worldview 

4 8 

Antiquity 4 8 
Christendom 4 8 

Moral Philosophy 

Modernity 4 8 
Aesthetics 2 2 
Art 4 6 

Beauty and the Arts 

Music 4 6 
Theology Biblical Theo  4 6 
Rhetoric Rhetoric 2 2 

Symbolism 4 6 Wisdom 
Poetics 4 6 
Arithmetic 4 6 
Geometry 4 6 
Harmonics 4 6 

Quadrivium 

Astronomy 4 6 
Greek 6 9 Language 
Hebrew 6 9 

Preceptorials 8 total 8 8 
Thesis Thesis 4 6 
   122 total 
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Distance Education 
 
 The curriculum at New College Franklin is not contained solely in 
books. Our seminars and tutorials all provide a unique, relational pedagogy 
for learning that cannot be duplicated via distance. Central to our program is 
not only what students read but with whom students read. Reading, studying 
and thinking in a true collegium is central to our program of studies. Because 
of this, New College Franklin does not offer any distance education. 
 
 
Reading List 
 Some authors and texts read in the curriculum 
 
The Bible 
Enuma Elish 
Homer 
Herodotus 
Aristophanes  
Euripides  
Aeschylus 
Sophocles 
Thucydides 
Aesop 
Plato 
Confucius  
Virgil 
Lucretius 
Cicero 
Plutarch 
Augustine 
Athanasius 
Seven Ecumenical 
Councils 
Thomas Aquinas 
Song of Roland 
Beowulf 
Dante 
Machiavelli 
Erasmus 
Copernicus 
Chaucer  
Malory 

Rutherford 
Vasari 
Luther 
Calvin 
Knox 
Shakespeare 
Galileo 
Kepler 
Hobbes 
Descartes 
Milton 
Lock 
Newton  
Swift 
Hume 
Chalmers 
Voltaire 
Rousseau 
Smith 
Kant 
Federalist Papers & 
Founding Documents 
Goethe 
Hegel 
Austen  
Edwards  
Irving  
Melville 

Toqueville 
Calhoun 
Darwin 
Kierkegaard 
Kuyper 
Thoreau 
Poe 
B. T. Washington 
Belloc 
Faulkner 
Marx 
George Eliot 
Dostoevsky 
Tolstoy 
Chesterton 
Dickens 
James 
Nietzsche  
Freud 
Einstein 
T.S. Eliot 
Flannery O’Connor 
J.R.R. Tolkien 
C. S. Lewis 
Solzhenitsyn 
Schaeffer 
Rookmaaker 
Powers 
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Evaluation and Grading 
 
 New College Franklin has a distinctive approach to student evaluation 
and grading. Grades are a limited measurement of knowledge, not the goal of 
education at New College Franklin. The primary goal for our students is to 
grow in knowledge and wisdom. Hence grades are not emphasized at New 
College Franklin. Moreover, we believe that students are primarily 
responsible for their own education and should continually evaluate 
themselves to see if they are pursing knowledge and wisdom to the best of 
their ability. Of course faculty play an important part by exhorting and 
challenging the students in their studies. 
 
 For the sake of transcripts, New College Franklin faculty members do 
record grades, but these grades are not automatically sent to the students. 
Student may elect not to see their grades, or they may request from the 
registrar’s office to see their grades at any time.  
  
 
“Don Rag” 

As one intentional means of providing students with feedback freshmen 
and sophomores are scheduled to meet individually with their professors at 
the end of the 2nd and 4th terms to discuss the students’ general academic 
progress.  
 
 
Term Reports 

New College Franklin follows the grading terminology outlined below. 
We have adopted the below terminology because we believe it articulates 
more to our students than the customary A, B, C formula. For student 
records, we translate our distinctive terminology into the customary G.P.A. 
However, we encourage students to consider the meaning of the marks they 
receive, not the corresponding G.P.A. marks. Pass/fail courses will not be 
factored into the student’s G.P.A. 
 
 
Mark Latin English 

Translation 
G.P.A Range Percentage 

SCL Summa Cum Laude  With Greatest Praise  4.00 3.85-
4.00 

94.0-100.0 

CL Cum Laude  With Praise  3.70 3.50-
3.84 

90.0-93.9 

SCH Summo Cum Honore  With Greatest 
Honor  

3.30 3.15-
3.49 

87.0-89.9 

CH Cum Honore  With Honor 3.00 2.85-
3.14 

84.0-86.9 

MCH Minimo Cum Honore  With Lesser Honor 2.70 2.50-
2.84 

80.0-83.9 
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SCS Summa Cum Sufficientia  With Greatest 
Adequacy 

2.30 2.15-
2.49 

77.0-79.9 

CS Cum Sufficientia  With Adequacy  2.00 1.85-
2.14 

74.0-76.9 

MCS Minima Cum 
Sufficientia 

With Lesser 
Adequacy  

1.70 1.50-
1.84 

70.0-73.9 

M Minime  Not Adequate 0.00 0.00-
1.49 

00.0-69.9 

 
Student academic records are private and confidential, and are released in 
accordance with applicable state and federal law. 
 
 
Bachelor of Arts Degree Requirements 
 
 Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree 
 Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts must complete each of the following 
requirements or their approved equivalent or replacement: 
 

I. Pass each term in four years of Moral Philosophy seminars and 
tutorials,  

II. Pass the following seminars and practica: Rhetoric, Theology, 
Aesthetics, Art, Music, Symbolism and Poetics 

III. Pass each term for four years of Quadrivium: Arithmetic, Geometry, 
Harmonics and Astronomy 

IV. Pass three years language study in Greek and Hebrew 

V. Pass eight terms of Preceptorials 

VI. Compose a passing Senior Thesis or complete a passing Senior 
Practicum 

 
 
Transfer Credits 

Because of the unique nature of New College Franklin’s curriculum, 
nearly every student enters as a freshman. However, if a student seeks to gain 
transfer credits from a similar program, he must adhere to the following 
requirements:  

 
I. Students seeking to gain credit towards graduation at New College 

Franklin from coursework completed at other institutions must first 
be accepted to New College Franklin before the transfer credits will 
be considered. Once a student is accepted, the Dean and other faculty 
will form a committee to evaluate all courses taken or attempted and 
all grades received at accredited and non-accredited post-secondary 
institutions.  
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II. New College Franklin reserves all rights to accept or deny credits for 
transfer coursework from other institutions. The key factor New 
College Franklin seeks in accepting or denying transfer coursework is 
the student’s proficiency, knowledge and skills gained in the 
coursework at other institutions. Additionally, New College Franklin 
carefully evaluates the pedagogical methods employed at other 
institutions to ensure that the student is prepared for the 
interdisciplinary and unified approach in all academics at New 
College Franklin. We also reserve the right in some cases to accept 
transfer coursework contingent on the student maintaining Cum 
Sufficientia marks (2.00 G.P.A) in all courses for at least two terms.  All 
such equivalencies, transfer credits and academic conditions are 
recorded on the students’ permanent record after they have 
matriculated. 

 
III. Credits for transfer must be presented to New College Franklin in an 

official transcript sent directly from the institution. 
 

IV. No more than 60 transfer credits may count towards the required 122 
credits for graduation in the Bachelor of Arts program. 

 
V. Transfer credits are not counted towards the students’ final academic 

standing (grade point average). 
 
 
Transfer Credits from New College Franklin to Other 
Colleges 
 Students should be advised that the transfer of credits is always at the 
discretion of the receiving institution. Accreditation of any sort is no 
guarantee of transferability, and students should contact the other institution 
directly to determine the possibility of transferability. 
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After Graduation 
 
 New College Franklin is not a vocational school meaning “job 
preparation.” Our aims are to cultivate the intellectual, spiritual and moral 
aspects of our students, not directly the technical-vocational. However, our 
liberal arts approach to education does have practical benefits for every 
sphere of life, including jobs. Every human endeavor is blessed by a 
disciplined, well-ordered mind and soul. Students who persevere through a 
liberal arts education have a foundation that can be applied in unlimited 
ways. We believe that investing in who a student is should precede what he 
does. Hence, because of this intentional order, the practical benefits of a 
liberal arts education may indeed be greater than those offered in vocational-
technical training. However, for all the worth of these practical applications, 
the primary goal of New College Franklin is to know beauty, truth and 
goodness. These arx axioms are sources of great joy for living a full 
Trinitarian life. Understanding a Euclidian formula, singing Bach’s Mass in B 
Minor, calculating a celestial position and uncovering a chiasm in Scripture 
are worthy things that glorify our creative God. 
 
 This way of living a full Trinitarian life is our calling as Christians, and in 
this sense New College Franklin is a vocational college. Vocatio in Latin 
means a summoning, an invitation and a calling. As creatures bearing the 
image of the Trinity, we are called to more than job-training. New College 
Franklin is a vocational Christian college. 
 
 For these reasons New College Franklin does not offer any formal job 
placement assistance. Of course the faculty of New College Franklin will 
gladly explain the nature of New College Franklin’s program to potential 
employers as well as the benefits of a New College Franklin education for all 
spheres of life. 
 

If students and graduates wish to pursue a graduate degree, the New 
College Franklin faculty works closely with them to gain admittance to the 
graduate school of their choice. 
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CAMPUS AND FACILITIES 
 
 
Campus 
 
 New College Franklin is housed in a historic Chapel built in 1851 in 
downtown Franklin just off the town square. New College Franklin leases 
this facility from Parish Presbyterian Church. Included are the academic 
offices, four classrooms and the beautiful 175-seat sanctuary.  

 
New College Franklin’s facilities are located in downtown historic 

Franklin, just 15 miles south of Nashville, Tennessee. Franklin bears a rich 
history and was the site of the Battle of Franklin on November 30, 1864. 
This battle has been called the “bloodiest hours of the American Civil War.” 
Historic Franklin is known for its many antique shops, restaurants, bakeries, 
coffee shops and galleries scattered around the city-square and main street. 
The Natchez Trace is just a few miles to the west of Franklin, and 
throughout the year Franklin hosts a variety of cultural events and music 
festivals.   
 
 Franklin’s proximity to Nashville is also a benefit to New College 
Franklin. Nashville is a large metropolis known as “music city” both for the 
abundant recording studios as well as the wide variety of famous music 
venues such as the Ryman Auditorium, Grand Ole Opry and the 
Schermerhorn Symphony Center, one of the world’s most acoustically 
perfect concert halls. Nashville is home to several professional sports teams as 
well as numerous colleges and universities including Fisk, Belmont and 
Vanderbilt. 
 
 
Library 
 
 At this time, New College Franklin has a select library of books with 
significant goals to develop the library over the years to come. The earliest 
Christian medieval universities in Bologna, Paris and Oxford all counted 
their libraries as treasured resources, and we share this same love of books, 
with great future hopes for our library.  Additionally, New College Franklin 
has a shared library agreement with the John W. Neth Library of Williamson 
Christian College located three miles from downtown Franklin. 
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Student Housing 
 
Book learning alone might be got by lectures and reading; but it was only by studying 
and disputing, eating and drinking, playing and praying as members of the same 
collegiate community, in close and constant association with each other and with their 
tutors, that the priceless gift of character could be imparted. 

—Samuel Eliot Morison 
  

New College Franklin does not currently offer traditional dormitories and 
has no plans to until or unless we possess the resources to pursue creative 
ways to live in Christian community while avoiding the typical dorm-culture 
of most American colleges. Our concern with this dorm-culture is that 
students are disconnected from real community and Godly leadership from 
faculty and others in the parish community. We believe in the possibility and 
the advantages of covenantal academic communities in the form of residential 
colleges, but these mixed-use residences would be structured like a family 
home rather than the non-personal hotel environment of modern dorms. 

 
New College Franklin is glad to recommend local families that may board 

out-of-town students. Also, Franklin has a number of affordable apartments 
within close proximity to the Fellowship. Please contact the Office for a list 
of local apartments or for more info on boarding with a family.  
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STUDENT ETHICS 
 
Attendance 
 
 Students are expected to attend all classes. A reasonable number of 
“excused absences” per term per course are allowed at the discretion of the 
faculty. Except in the case of an emergency, students are required to seek an 
“excused absence” from the instructor of the missed class at least a day or 
two prior to the missed class. Unexcused absences may be cause for an 
instructor to lower a student’s course grade.  
 
 
 
Code of Ethics  
 
We may study as much as we will, but we shall not come to know the Lord unless we 
live according to His commandments, for the Lord is not made known through learning 
but by the Holy Spirit. Many philosophers and scholars have arrived at a belief in the 
existence of God, but they have not come to know God. 

—St. Silouan 
 
 New College Franklin has adopted a Code of Ethics that highlights 
important aspects of the Christian life and our commitment to God and to 
one another. We believe that the Christian life by faith through grace 
involves the whole man and hence every aspect of New College Franklin. 
Because of this our Code of Ethics is holistic. We believe that academics are 
not separate from faithfully living in community, faithfully worshipping and 
faithfully seeking the Lord God. In other words, the way to wisdom and 
knowledge is not outside of personal holiness and life in the Church. 
Furthermore, we believe that our highest standard for life is Christ himself. 
Following him is our ethic, and no list of extra biblical rules and regulations 
will replace the work of the Holy Spirit in our lives making us disciples of 
Christ Jesus. Our hope is that all members of the New College Franklin 
community, faculty and students alike, will follow Christ avoiding legalism 
and phariseeism.  
 
Personal Holiness 
 Personal holiness begins by acknowledging the Creator, seeking to honor 
the Lord in all that we think, say, and do (Deut. 26:17). As God’s beloved 
chosen ones and holy children, we should put on kindness, humility, 
meekness, patience and above all love, seeking the peace of Christ (Col. 
3:12-15). Christians are called submit to the authority of God’s grace and His 
commands (2 Tim. 3:16-17) so that through grace we cultivate the fruits of 
the Spirit in our lives: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control (Gal 5:16-26).  
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 New College Franklin expects students will submit to all the appropriate 
ecclesiastical authorities (I Timothy 3, Titus 1) and will regularly attend a 
local orthodox Christian church, making worship, discipleship and spiritual 
growth central to their lives (Phil. 2:12-18). Our hope is that New College 
Franklin will be a community of faithful ambassadors of Christ and His 
Church locally and abroad as well as in every sphere of life (Matt. 28:19-20).  
 
 Students should endeavor to honor and respect the time, work, and 
feelings of each other as well as faculty and staff (Rom. 12:9-18) and seek to 
model honesty, integrity, kindness, and modesty in all relationships (Phil. 
2:3-7). New College Franklin should be a community of peace (Eph. 4:1-6). 
In areas of Christian liberty, we encourage students to apply Biblical wisdom 
in areas of Christian liberty (Gal. 5:13-14; 1 Pet. 2:13-16). Moreover, 
students should walk by the Spirit not gratifying the flesh through sins such as 
sexual immorality, impurity, hatred, anger, rivalries, drunkenness, etc (Gal. 
5:16-24). 
 Sexual harassment will not be tolerated. Students or faculty found guilty 
of sexual harassment will be subject to disciplinary action up to and including 
expulsion or dismissal. The detailed NCF policy on sexual harassment is 
available in the Office.  
 
Statement on Doctrine 
 New College Franklin is committed to examining the Scriptures above all 
authorities in matters of doctrine. We believe that the early church councils, 
creeds and confessions are an accurate summary of biblical doctrine. 
Moreover, New College Franklin is also Reformed, meaning that we are 
gratefully rooted in the doctrines of sovereign grace as articulated in the solas 
of the Reformation: Sola Scriptura, Sola Fide, Sola Gratia, Solus Christus and 
Sola Deo Gloria (see “Theological Perspective” above). These doctrines are 
at the core of New College Franklin, and yet we do not require students to 
profess these doctrines or violate their consciences. New College Franklin 
seeks to foster open conversation and debate in love over all matters of 
doctrine within the confines of historic orthodox Christianity. While 
allowing liberty in matters of doctrine, we do expect students will not 
actively promote doctrines contrary to New College Franklin’s doctrine. 
Students must be teachable, showing respect to one another and to their 
instructors (Heb. 13:1). 
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Academic Integrity  
 New College Franklin students are expected to complete their studies 
with diligence and integrity (Eph. 5:8-17), willingly seeking to learn and 
complete whatever is true, honorable and just (Phil. 4:8-9). Students are 
expected to be truthful and honest in all areas of the college life. Dishonesty, 
alteration of documents, plagiarism, misrepresentation or misappropriation of 
any sort, intentional or otherwise, may be grounds for disciplinary action by 
the instructor and the administration. These offenses may be grounds for 
dismissal from New College Franklin. 
 
 
Student Pledge 
All students must sign the following pledge. The signature will indicate that 
students have read, understood and pledged to comply with the New 
College Franklin Code of Ethics.  

I. As a student of New College Franklin and of my own volition, I pledge to 
uphold the New College Franklin Code of Ethics to the best of my ability 
recognizing that in word and deed I represent the Lord Jesus Christ before all 
mankind.  
 
II. I therefore affirm my personal and covenantal commitment to uphold 
these Christian responsibilities outlined in the Code of Ethics—realizing that 
I will be able to enjoy the privileges of attending New College Franklin only 
so long as I fully maintain this commitment—by the bounteous grace and 
according to the merciful providence of God the Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit. 
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Disciplinary Process 
 
 Students in serious violation of the Code of Ethics will be called to appear 
before the Dean of Students (or his designate). The Dean (or his designate) 
will investigate any accusations, supporting evidence, denial or any other 
pertinent information. Following that, the Dean (or his designate) may assign 
the student one of the following three options: 
 
I. Probation 
 Probation is a serious warning that a student is in danger of not 
completing his studies at New College Franklin. A student is placed on 
probation because of a failure to uphold the Code of Ethics. Terms of 
probation may be assigned as benchmarks to verify the student is able to 
uphold the Code of Conduct. Failure to meet the terms of probation may 
result in suspension or dismissal from New College Franklin. 
 
II. Suspension 
 Suspension is probation including the loss of privilege to attend any classes 
or other official New College Franklin activities for a set period of time. 
 
III. Dismissal 
 If a student fails to meet the terms of probation and/or suspension, the 
Dean may recommend to the President that the student be dismissed. 
Dismissal means that a student is no longer registered at the College, and that 
he must reapply to return to New College Franklin. The Dean and the 
President will make the decision to dismiss a student together, and the Board 
of Governors must be notified. 
 
 
 
Dress Code 
 
 We encourage students to remember that appearance and behavior reflect 
on our Lord Jesus Christ as much as on ourselves (1 Cor. 10:31). To 
maintain an atmosphere conducive to higher-education, New College 
Franklin expects students to dress appropriately for all classes and official 
functions. We will not prescribe in detail what is “appropriate” since we 
recognize that prescribing details will not eliminate confusion nor will it 
thwart a person intent on keeping the letter of the law only. Students’ dress 
must be neat, clean and modest, not casual or outlandish. 
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Grievance Procedure  
 
 If students believe they have been wronged by a fellow student, faculty or 
staff member in a way that should not be overlooked, the College expects 
that they will first follow the biblical principle of addressing in love and 
humility the one who has wronged them directly (Matthew 18) in an effort 
to strive for peace with everyone (Hebrews 12:14). If this action is not 
satisfactory, the students may contact the Dean.  
 

If in the case of official student disciplinary action from New College 
Franklin the students believe they have wrongfully received disciplinary 
action, they must submit a written petition explaining the grievance in full to 
the Dean. The Dean and two other faculty members will review the petition 
within 5 days and decide what action, if any, should be taken. The Dean can 
be reached by office appointment or through the following contact info: 
New College Franklin, Attn: Dean, P.O. Box 1575, Franklin, TN 37065; 
Phone: 615-815-8360. 
 
 If a complaint is not settled at the institutional level, the student may contact the 
Tennessee Higher Education Commission, 404 James Robertson Parkway, Nashville, 
TN 37243-0830.  Telephone:  615-741-5293. 
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ADMISSIONS & ACADEMIC REGULATIONS 
 
 
Visiting New College Franklin  
 
 New College Franklin welcomes prospective students, family and friends 
to contact our main office to schedule a visit (615-815-8360; 
office@newcollegefranklin.org). Scheduled visitors are welcome to sit in on 
classes, meet with students, alumni, faculty and/or administration as well as 
tour our campus. 
 
 
 
Applicant Profile 
 
 New College Franklin seeks students who wish to grow in knowledge 
and wisdom for God’s glory. We welcome applications from students who 
enjoy reading broadly and deeply and engaging in the timeless questions of 
truth, beauty and goodness from a biblical worldview perspective. New 
College Franklin follows the tradition of Reformed theology, but we do not 
require students to be Reformed. What is most important is that students 
practice biblical faithfulness and are committed to seeking the Lord in all 
endeavors—spiritually, intellectually and physically. We seek students who 
are humble, recognizing that education is a life-long process in repentance 
and re-formation into the image and maturity of Christ. This process calls 
for: discipline to work hard; charity to work with fellow students and tutors; 
intellectual curiosity; perseverance to complete a task; joy in the gift of life; as 
well the inclination to enjoy the rigorous life of the mind at New College 
Franklin. What is most important to the Admissions Committee is that 
applicants understand and are willing to join the unique program of studies at 
New College Franklin. 
 
 
 
Admission Requirements and Procedures   
  
 New College Franklin admits students of any race, color and national or 
ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs and activities generally 
accorded or made available to students at New College Franklin. It does not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, national and ethnic origin in the 
administration of its educational policies, admissions policies or any other 
school-administered programs. 
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An Application for Admission is available online 
(http://www.newcollegefranklin.org) or from our Admissions Office, P.O. 
Box 1575, Franklin, TN 37065. New College Franklin usually will not 
admit degree-seeking students wishing to enroll past the start of the 
Michaelmas Term in the fall. 
 
Early applications are due on or prior to December 1.  
Regular applications are due on or prior to February 15. 
Late applications are received on May 1 or later.  
Applications received after May 1 may be considered pending class openings. 
  
A complete application will include the following: 

• A completed Application for Admission form 
• Written essays (see below) 
• One personal Statement of Faith (see below) 
• Two references (see below) 
• High-school transcript 
• ACT/SAT scores (see below) 
• Copy of high-school diploma or G.E.D. certificate and written 

description of course of study 
• College transcripts (if pertinent) 
• A nonrefundable application fee (check or money order) of $35 (early 

registration), $50 (regular registration) or $75 (late registration) 
payable to New College Franklin.  

• Statement of Financial Commitment and Ability (see below) 
 
 
Satisfactory Completion of Secondary Education 

Students applying to New College Franklin must have completed high 
school or its equivalent, and successful applicants usually have earned a “B” 
or higher average in their secondary-level studies. New College Franklin 
does not require students to have studied any particular language or classical 
discipline, but most successful applicants have studied at least two years of 
classical or foreign language in high-school as well as logic and rhetoric. 
Additionally, most successful applicants have followed a college preparatory 
course that includes three years of English and/or Humanities, two years of 
algebra, one year of geometry and three years of science. 
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Written Essays and Statement of Faith 
Applicants are required to submit two types of written essays: 1) an essay 

not exceeding 2500 words in length that has been submitted previously for 
academic credit—preferably with edit marks from an instructor; 2) essays 
regarding the student’s background and goals for studying at New College 
Franklin. Applicants should understand that the Admissions Committee carefully 
evaluates these writing samples as a crucial part of the application process. Applicants 
are encouraged to turn in their best work both in what they say and how 
they say it.  
 

Applicants are not required to subscribe to New College Franklin’s 
Statement of Faith to become students at New College Franklin (see 
Statement of Faith and Student Conduct above). Applicants are however 
required to submit a written Statement of Faith that fully, yet concisely, states 
his or her Christian belief.  

 
Two References 

Applicants must submit two reference forms, one from their pastor and 
one from an individual who can attest to the applicants’ academic abilities. 
These reference forms must be sent directly from the person offering the 
reference to: Office of Admissions, New College Franklin, P.O. Box 1575, 
Franklin, TN 37065. These two reference forms are available in printable 
PDF versions from New College Franklin’s website, 
www.newcollegefranklin.org.  

 
ACT/SAT Scores 
 All applicants under the age of twenty-five are required to submit ACT 
or SAT scores. The Admissions Committee will consider these scores as one 
part of the application portfolio, but New College Franklin has not set a 
required minimum score for acceptance. 

 
Statement on Financial Ability and Commitment 
  As part of the application, applicants must submit a Statement on 
Financial Ability and Commitment stating the students’/parents’ 
commitment to fulfill the tuition agreement in a timely manner and ability to 
fund tuition and living expenses in Franklin. New College Franklin does not 
seek personal financial information (ie, bank records) but must know (1) who 
is primarily responsible for funding (2) if the applicants have the required 
funds, or how they will procure them (3) if the applicants plan to pay tuition 
annually in advance or by each term (see Payment Plan below: note that the 
Payment Plan includes a service charge). 
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Matriculation Deposit 
Applicants who have been accepted must pay a non-refundable 

matriculation fee and sign a tuition agreement to secure their place in New 
College Franklin for the coming academic year. The entire deposit will be 
applied to the student’s first tuition payment of that year. The deposit is $500 
and is due by June 1 for Early and Regular Applicants. Late Applicants must 
pay the matriculation deposit by the date specified in the Letter of Intent. 

 
 

Provisional Admissions  
Students who do not meet the set standards for admission may be 

accepted to New College Franklin under provisions set by the Admissions 
Committee. The provisions are set on an individual basis, but it is customary 
that students are provisionally admitted full-time for one term on the basis 
that they maintain Cum Sufficientia (2.0 G.P.A.) marks in all courses. If the 
students have successfully met the conditions of provisional admission, they 
may be upgraded to regular status, and only then may the credits earned 
under provisional admission be counted towards graduation. Students who 
do not meet the conditions of provisional admission will be dismissed from 
New College Franklin. 

 
 

Biblical Literacy and Writing Skills Tests 
During Freshman Student Orientation, students admitted to New College 

Franklin will take both a Biblical Literacy and Writing Skills test to ensure all 
students have a basic, working knowledge of God’s word as well as standard 
collegiate writing skills. Since students sitting for these tests have already 
matriculated, these tests are not part of the application process nor are these 
tests graded as part of the students’ records. However, to maintain a common 
level of Christian scholarship, New College Franklin does require these tests 
and encourages students to see these tests as a healthy review, since the tests 
are structured around common high-school graduate level knowledge and 
skills. Students who do not pass these tests will be assigned remedial work 
(either a short course or tutoring New College Franklin will provide). 
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Transfer Students and Late Enrollment 
 
The classical curriculum at New College Franklin creates an experience 

that is unusual in today’s higher education. Because of this unique core 
curriculum and pedagogy, most students admitted to New College Franklin 
begin as first year students. New College Franklin does not guarantee that 
any credits from other colleges or universities will be accepted. See above 
statement on Transfer Credits. 

 
In most cases New College Franklin will not allow any students to enroll 

after the start of the fall Michaelmas Term. Exceptions may be allowed for 
transfer students as well as for unusual circumstances such as health. 

 
 

International Students 
 
 At this time, New College Franklin is not able to enroll international 
students. 
 
 
Part-Time Students and Auditors 

 
New College Franklin expects degree-seeking students to be full-time in 

the program. Part-time students may be permitted at the discretion of the 
Dean; however, due to the core curriculum that all students take in 
common, it is not logistically easy to accommodate part-time students. 

 
Auditors are permissible provided (1) they meet relevant admission 

standards (Auditor Application is available from the Admissions Office), (2) 
space is available (degree-seeking, full-time students are given preference), (3) 
the Dean (with the counsel of the tutor teaching the course) grants 
permission, (4) the students pay the requisite fees. 
 
 
Readmission 

 
Students who have withdrawn or have been discharged prior to 

completing their degree may petition the Admissions Committee to be 
readmitted to New College Franklin. The Admissions Committee will 
determine if the students will be readmitted and what requirements the 
student must meet for readmission. 
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TUITION, FEES AND FINANCIAL AID 
 

To accomplish our educational goals New College Franklin limits 
enrollment. Hence, incoming students and returning students alike must 
submit a non-refundable matriculation deposit of $500 by June 1 each year 
that is applied entirely to the first tuition payment. Students must also sign 
the Tuition Agreement provided by New College Franklin to secure their 
place.  
 
 
 
Tuition and Fees  
 

Tuition for the 2009-2010 academic year is $8260.  
Tuition for the 2010-2011 academic year is not expected to rise more 

than 5% ($8675). All tuition increases must be approved annually by the 
Tennessee Higher Education Commission.  
 

The tuition amount does not include required books for the Bachelors of 
Arts program. The estimated cost of books for the program is $1200 per year.  

 
The matriculation deposit ($500) and Tuition Agreement are due by June 

1 except in the case of students who are accepted as Late Applicants. Late 
Applicants must pay the matriculation deposit by the date specified in the 
Letter of Intent. Payment of the matriculation deposit (including receipt of 
the Tuition Agreement) that is more than three days late is subject to a $50 
late fee. 

 
The full tuition is to be paid in full at least one week before the start of 

Michaelmas Term. Tuition payment that is more than three business days 
late is subject to an additional late fee of $400. 
 
 
Tuition Payment Plan 
 In addition to the annual tuition payment, students may pay tuition in 
four equal installments. The first payment is due one week before the 
opening day of the Michaelmas Term, and the following three payments are 
due one week before the Yuletide, Lententide and Pascha Terms. This 
payment plan includes a financing charge of $200 to be paid with 
the Michaelmas Term tuition. Students should indicate on the spring 
letter of intent whether or not they elect to pay tuition annually or on the 
payment plan. Tuition payment in this plan that is more than three business 
days late is subject to an additional late fee of $100. 
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Fixed Tuition 
 While the tuition at most colleges raises 3-6% annually to cover costs and 
inflation, students at New College Franklin have the option to fix tuition for 
four consecutive years from initial enrollment at the tuition rate for that year. 
To secure the fixed rate of tuition students must pay an $800 deposit in full 
with their first tuition payment of the year. If students elect not to secure the 
fixed rate their first year, the fixed tuition offer is available the second and 
third year at the tuition rate of those years respectively. Regardless of the 
year that the students may choose the fixed tuition option, the $800 deposit 
is due in full with the first tuition payment of the year. 
 
 The $800 fixed tuition deposit will be applied in full to the student’s final 
tuition payment of their fourth (or senior) year. However, if students 
withdraw or are dismissed from New College Franklin, the $800 tuition 
deposit will be included in the tuition sum for the year they withdraw or are 
dismissed pursuant to the Refund Policy below. Students may seek re-
enrollment at a later date, and they will be charged the tuition rate of the 
year that they seek to rejoin New College Franklin. 

 
 

Payment of Tuition 
Tuition payments may be delivered in person to the Bursar’s Office or 

should be mailed to: 
New College Franklin 
Office of the Bursar 
P.O. Box 1575 
Franklin, TN 37065 
 
 

Auditor’s Fee 
New College Franklin may admit a limited number of auditing students 

(see Part-Time Students and Auditors above) for a $250 fee per course per 
term. Notwithstanding the conditions of Auditing students, this fee is waived 
for spouses of enrolled students. 
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Late Payment Fees and Service Charge 
• A $400 penalty may be charged for the full annual tuition payment 

that is more than three business days late. 
• A $100 penalty may be charged for the term payment plan that is 

more than three business days late. 
• A $50 penalty may be charged for the annual matriculation fee that is 

more than three business days late.  
• A $100 processing fee will be charged for mid-year withdrawal (see 

Refund Policy). 
• A 2% service charge fee per month will be due on all past due 

accounts. 
 
 
Library Overdue Book Fine 
 A 25 cents per day per book fine is assessed for books overdue to both the 
New College Franklin Library and the John W. Neth Library of Williamson 
Christian College. 
 
 
Graduation Fee 
 In addition to the Application to Graduate form, students must submit a 
$120 graduation fee. 
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Refund Policy 
 
New College Franklin offers refunds to students who withdraw or are 

dismissed according to the following schedule of refund rates. If a course is 
cancelled for any reason, students will receive a 100% refund. Students 
withdrawing from a course or from New College Franklin must notify the 
Registrar in writing. Receipt of a written withdrawal will constitute the 
official withdrawal date. 

 
This refund policy applies to students paying tuition in total or by the 

tuition payment plan based on the official withdrawal date:  
 

• Withdrawal on or before the first day of the Michaelmas Term in 
August: 100% Refund 

• Withdrawal before the third week of the Michaelmas Term: 75% 
Refund 

(such that less than 10% of the enrollment period has passed)  
• Withdrawal on or before the last day of the Yuletide Term in 

December: 25% Refund 
(such that more than 10% but less than 50% of the enrollment period has 
passed) 
• Withdrawal after the last day of the Yuletide Term: 0% Refund 
(such that more than 50% of the enrollment period has passed) 
• Tuition refunds are calculated from the tuition paid to the date of 

withdrawal minus a $100 administrative fee. 
 
 
 

Financial Aid and Scholarships 
 
New College Franklin does not participate in any federal government 

financial aid programs nor does it have any scholarship programs at this time. 
 
 
 
Off-Campus Employment 
 
 Completing the baccalaureate degree at New College Franklin is a full-
time activity. We recommend students work less than ten hours a week. On-
campus employment opportunities are rare, but occasionally paid-internships 
come available. Off-campus employment in and around Franklin is readily 
available.  
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FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATION 
 
 
Faculty 
 
George Grant 
Dr. George Grant is the Chancellor of New College Franklin, permanent 
Trustee and Senior Fellow. Additionally, Dr. Grant is the pastor of Parish 
Presbyterian Church (PCA), founder of King’s Meadow Study Center and 
instructor at Franklin Classical School. He is the author of dozens of books in 
the areas of history, biography, politics, literature and social criticism and he 
has written hundreds of essays, articles, and columns. His work on behalf of 
the homeless, for international relief and development, for racial 
reconciliation, and for the sanctity of life has been profiled in such varied 
media outlets as the Wall Street Journal, the Washington Post, Focus on the 
Family, the 700 Club, the Coral Ridge Hour, Point of View, Crossfire, 
World Magazine, and Christianity Today. 
 
In addition to his regular classes in history, literature, theology and the arts, 
he maintains an active writing and speaking schedule in this country and 
around the world. He has degrees in Political Science from the University of 
Houston (B.A.), Philosophy from Whitefield Theological Seminary (M.A., 
D.Litt., Ph.D.), Humanities from Belhaven College (D.Hum.), and 
Theology from Knox Theological Seminary (D.Min. Candidate). He makes 
his home in Middle Tennessee near the historic town of Franklin with his 
wife and co-author Karen. Together they have three grown children.  
 
 
Matthew Vest 
Matthew Vest is the Dean of New College Franklin and Junior Fellow. Mr. 
Vest completed undergraduate studies through King’s Meadow Study Center 
in 2001 and earned the M.A. in Liberal Arts from St. John’s College in 2003. 
Currently, he is pursing a Doctorate in Imaginative Literature from Harrison 
Middleton University, and he has studied at the Summer Latin Institute at 
the University of Toronto and has studied Italian at the Universita per 
Stranieri in Perugia, Italy, in 2004 and 2005. Mr. Vest has contributed to 
Veritas Press’ Omnibus curriculum and taught at two classical Christian 
schools for six years, including two years as interim Upper School Principal 
before joining the faculty at New College Franklin. Mr. Vest and his wife, 
Leah, live in Franklin and are founding members at Parish Presbyterian 
Church, where he currently serves part-time in Parish’s education and 
discipleship ministries. 
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Gregory Wilbur 
Gregory Wilbur is Dean of the Chapel, permanent Trustee and Senior 
Fellow at New College Franklin. Mr. Wilbur obtained a B.A. in Music with 
a minor in English followed by a M.M. in Composition, both from the 
University of Alabama. In addition to his role at New College Franklin, Mr. 
Wilbur is the director of King’s Meadow Study Center, the Chief Musician 
of Parish Presbyterian Church (PCA) and has fifteen years of teaching 
experience. He is the author of three books and numerous articles as well as a 
regular speaker on the arts, worship, and education. Mr. Wilbur has 
composed award-winning works for choir and orchestra as well as numerous 
Psalms and hymns for corporate worship. He lives in Franklin, TN with his 
wife and young daughter. 
 
 
 
Adjunct Faculty 
 
Christopher M. Boswell 
Christopher M. Boswell, an adjunct fellow at New College Franklin, holds a 
B.S. in Engineering Science and Physics from Seattle Pacific University along 
with a M.A. and Ph.D. both in Physics from The Johns Hopkins University. 
In addition to his work with New College Franklin, Dr. Boswell is a 
Principal Staff Physicist in the Applied Physics Laboratory of The Johns 
Hopkins University. Dr. Boswell has been active in classical Christian 
education for many years and currently serves on the Board at Rockbridge 
Academy, Millersville, MD where his wife, Amy, is an administrator and 
teacher. The Boswells and their four daughters are members at Christ 
Reformed Evangelical Church, Annapolis, MD. 
 
Karen B. Grant 
Karen B. Grant is an adjunct fellow at New College Franklin. After attending 
the University of Houston with an emphasis in the areas of sociology and 
history, she obtained a Masters in Theological Studies (M.A.T.S.) from 
Covenant Seminary in St. Louis, Missouri. Karen co-authored books on 
gardening, reading, travel, and cooking, and has been a speaker at 
conferences both within the U.S. and abroad on the subjects of mercy 
ministry, women’s ministries and Bible study. She and her husband George 
founded Franklin Classical School, a Christian classical middle and upper 
school in Franklin, Tennessee, in 1992, where she also served as 
administrator, taught writing and Bible classes, and served on the school 
board. She served on the Church Planting and Mercy Ministry committee 
for the Presbyterian Church in America. More recently, she enjoys serving as 
a pastor’s wife alongside her husband in the planting of Parish Presbyterian 
Church. She is the mother of three wonderful people, and grandmother of 
two magnificent boys. 
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Ryan R. Nash 
Ryan R. Nash, adjunct fellow at New College Franklin, is also an Assistant 
Professor at the University of Alabama Medical School, where he teaches 
internal medicine, palliative medicine, and ethics.  Dr. Nash completed his 
undergraduate studies at Texas State University earning a BS in Psychology.  
He attended medical school and completed his residency in Internal 
Medicine at the University of Texas Medical School in Houston. Dr. Nash 
remained at UT as the Assistant Chief of Service for one year before 
accepting a fellowship in Palliative Medicine at the University of Alabama 
Medical School.  Upon completion of his fellowship, Dr. Nash became the 
Medical Director of the Balm of Gilead Palliative Center and later the Chief 
of Staff of the Jefferson County Health System and Cooper Green Mercy 
Hospital.  He has recently returned to UAB full-time to focus on medical 
education and ethics and is completing an MA in Bioethics from Trinity 
International University.  In addition to his research and teaching in 
medicine and ethics, Dr. Nash is pursing studies in biblical studies, theology 
and liturgy. He, his wife, and 4 daughters live in Birmingham and attend 
Trinity Presbyterian Church, where he serves as deacon. 
 
Joseph Thacker 
Joseph Thacker is an adjunct fellow at New College Franklin.  Mr. Thacker 
obtained a B.A. in Biblical Studies from Covenant College and a M.Div. 
from Reformed Theological Seminary (Jackson).  Mr. Thacker serves as the 
pastor of St. Mark Reformed Church in Nashville, TN, where he lives with 
his wife Deborah and their two boys.  
 
 
 
Administration and Staff 
 
George Grant, Ph.D., Chancellor 
Gregory Wilbur, M.M., Dean of the Chapel 
Matthew Vest, M.A.L.A., Dean of the College 
Marcia Harken, B.S., Registrar and Bursar 
Julie Smith, B.A., Office Administrator 
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Board of Trustees 
 
George Grant, Ph.D., Chairman, Permanent Member 

Senior Fellow, New College Franklin; Pastor, Parish Presbyterian 
Church, Franklin, TN 

 
Gregory Wilbur, M.M., Permanent Member 

Senior Fellow, New College Franklin; Chief Musician, Parish 
Presbyterian Church, Franklin, TN 

 
Aaron Anderson, M.B.A, Elected Member, Term Expires December, 2009   

Technical Sales Consultant, AT&T, Franklin, TN 
 
Cy Fenton, B.A., Elected Member, Term Expires December, 2010 

Vice President, Information Technology, Books-A-Million 
 
Ryan Nash, M.D., M.A. in progress, Elected Member, Term Expires  

December 2011 
Adjunct Fellow, New College Franklin; Assistant Professor, University of 
Alabama School of Medicine, Birmingham, AL 
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CALENDARS 
 
2009-2010 ACADEMIC CALENDAR 

August 14       Orientation 
August 17       Michaelmas Term Begins  
October 5-9       Final Examination Week 
October 12-16      Fall Break 
October 19       Yuletide Term Begins  
November 25-27     Thanksgiving Break 
December 7-11      Final Examination Week 
December 14-January 15   Christmas Break 
January 18       Lententide Term Begins  
February 17       Ash Wednesday 
March 8-12       Final Examination Week 
March 15-19       Spring Break 
March 22        Pascha Term Begins  
April 2        Good Friday Holiday 
April 4        Easter  
May 10-14       Final Examination Week 

 
 
2010-2011 ACADEMIC CALENDAR  

August 13       Orientation 
August 16       Michaelmas Term Begins  
October 4-8       Final Examination Week 
October 11-15      Fall Break 
October 18       Yuletide Term Begins  
November 24-26     Thanksgiving Break 
December 6-10      Final Examination Week 
December 13-January 14   Christmas Break     
January 17       Lententide Term Begins  
March 7-11       Final Examination Week 
March 9        Ash Wednesday 
March 14-18       Spring Break 
March 21        Pascha Term Begins 
April 22        Good Friday Holiday 
April 24        Easter  
May 9-13        Final Examination Week 
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